Increased glutamate and deep brain atrophy can predict the severity of multiple sclerosis
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**Objective.** In multiple sclerosis (MS), deep grey matter (DGM) atrophy has been recognised as a crucial component of the disease that presents early and it has been associated with disability. Although the precise mechanism underlying grey matter atrophy is unknown, several hypotheses have been postulated. Our previous research pointed to correlations of hypothalamic metabolic alterations with clinical outcomes of MS, therefore we decided to further test the relationship of these alterations with DGM atrophy.

**Methods.** We used \(^1^H\)-Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (\(^1^H\)-MRS) of the hypothalamus to test its metabolites in 26 patients with RRMS and 22 healthy age-matched controls. DGM atrophy was evaluated by simple planimetry of third ventricular width on the hypothalamic level (3VW) in T1 weighted MRI pictures. Metabolite ratios of N-acetyl aspartate (NAA), choline (Cho), glutamate and glutamine (Glx), myo-inositol (mIns) and creatine (Cr) were correlated with Multiple Sclerosis Severity Scale (MSSS) and 3VW.

**Results.** Metabolite concentrations were compared between patients and controls using multiple regression models allowing for age, 3VW and metabolites. It revealed that the only relevant predictors of MSSS were 3VW and Glx/NAA. At a significance level of \(P<0.05\), a unit increase of 3VW was associated with a 0.35 increase of MSSS, for a typical value of Glx/NAA; \(P\) value 0.0039. A unit increase of Glx/NAA was associated with a 0.93 increase of MSSS, for a typical value of atrophy; \(P\) value 0.090. There were significant linear correlations between Glx/Cr and MSSS, Glx/NAA and MSSS, and between mIns/NAA and 3VW.

**Conclusions.** The results suggest that both NAA and Glx are associated with neurodegeneration of hypothalamic DGM and severe disease course. Glx related \(^1^H\)-MRS parameters seem to be superior to other metabolites in determining disease burden, independently of otherwise powerful 3VW planimetry. Significantly increased mIns/NAA in MS patients compared to controls point to gliosis, which parallels the atrophy of hypothalamic DGM.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a heterogeneous disorder with almost unpredictable disease course. Although the generally accepted opinion regards MS as primarily autoimmune disease, there is a growing body of evidence that disability is not clearly related to inflammatory lesions but rather to a progressive and diffuse neuro-axonal loss\(^7\). Deep grey matter (DGM) may be affected early\(^2,4\) and its damage may determine the course of MS (ref.\(^5,6\)). Despite the widely accepted neurodegenerative hypothesis of MS, the mechanisms of degeneration are not yet sufficiently understood.

In the presented pilot study we focused on the hypothalamus (HYP) - a crucial central structure in the subcortical neuro-endocrino-immunological circuits maintaining the body homeostasis. Several previous post-mortem studies revealed early and severe damage of HYP in MS (ref.\(^3,4\)). To evaluate both inflammatory and neurodegenerative changes in this brain region non-invasively, we measured HYP metabolic changes using \(^1^H\)-MRS in similar way to previous studies, analysing other brain regions\(^7,11\).

\(^1^H\)-MRS parameters of three metabolites have been reported to reliably evaluate the three main aspects of neurodegeneration:

- N-acetylaspartate (NAA) (ref.\(^7,8\)) is an amino acid which is detected almost exclusively in neurons. NAA decline is interpreted as being caused by loss of neurons and their connections, characteristic for chronic lesions and atrophic grey matter structures\(^6,9,12\). Energetically favourable NAA can serve as a reservoir of glutamate (Glu) (ref.\(^13\)).

- Glutamate (the main part of glutamate and glutamine complex) is the main excitatory neurotransmitter playing an essential role in development and the neuroplasticity of the CNS (ref.\(^14\)). Excessively increased Glu concentra-
tions are responsible for neuronal loss in both acute and chronic stages of neurodegenerative disorders\textsuperscript{13}. Recent evidence points to the crucial role of Glu in the pathogenesis of MS (ref.\textsuperscript{10,16,17}).

Myo-Inositol (mIns) (ref.\textsuperscript{21}) is a marker of glial cellularity\textsuperscript{18}. Increased levels of mIns indicate increased number of glial cells (gliosis) typical for both inflammatory MS lesions and normal appearing brain tissue\textsuperscript{11,17,19} and may precede NAA reduction in MS (ref.\textsuperscript{20}).

Other \textsuperscript{1}H-MRS metabolites

Choline (Cho) (ref.\textsuperscript{79}) concentration mainly indicates the amount of membrane phospholipids, which can be increased during active myelin breakdown or turnover, characteristic for active MS demyelinating lesions\textsuperscript{8}. On the other hand, in atrophic DGM, concentration of Cho may remain intact\textsuperscript{12}.

Creatine (Cr) (ref.\textsuperscript{79}) complex, composed of creatine and phosphocreatine, is a good indicator of cellular (both glial and neuronal) energy metabolism. Since the absolute Cr concentrations have been found stable throughout all central nervous system, they are often used as an internal standard to evaluate all other previously mentioned metabolites. However, hypercellularity in active inflammation or gliosis can also increase Cr concentration, thus complicating interpretation of other commonly evaluated metabolites-to-creatine ratios\textsuperscript{8, 9}.

To evaluate morphological impact of hypothalamic neurodegeneration, we used the modified planimetric parameter obtained from routine anatomical MRI—the width of the third ventricle (3VW). Many previous studies confirmed the value of 3VW morphometry in assessment of subcortical DGM volume loss and its impact on clinical course of MS (ref.\textsuperscript{1,21-23}).

The aim of this study was to evaluate the metabolic background of hypothalamic neurodegeneration and to test whether it correlates with disease burden and subcortical atrophy. We hypothesised that imaging changes of the HYP can distinguish MS patients from healthy individuals as confirmed for other brain structures in previous studies. We chose RRMS patients to test the hypothesis that neurodegeneration is a substantial hallmark of multiple sclerosis. Since it determines the progression of neurological disability\textsuperscript{5, 6}, we presuppose that neurodegeneration does not preclude earlier, relapsing forms of the disease.

METHODS

Subjects

26 adult patients with RRMS and 22 age- and sex-matched control participants were included in the study after giving their written consent. The protocol was approved by the ethics committee of Jessenius Faculty of Medicine, Comenius University (reference number 1678/2015).

Patients with clinically definite MS according to McDonald criteria 2005 (ref.\textsuperscript{24}) were prospectively selected from the Multiple Sclerosis Centre, University Hospital in Martin, Slovak Republic. Four patients, in which neuromyelitis optica was not excluded by radiological/clinical examinations, were tested for the presence of anti-aquaporin-4 antibodies with negative results. All patients were treated with immunomodulatory agents (interferon beta, glatiramer acetate, natalizumab, fingolimod) depending on disease duration by Multiple Sclerosis Severity Scale (MSSS) (ref.\textsuperscript{23}). We chose MSSS (ref.\textsuperscript{23}) for correlations due to its better ability to reflect the speed of progression (severity) of MS (ref.\textsuperscript{23}).

Control participants (CON) were recruited from among volunteers (e.g. medical staff, students, partners of patients, or patients with other than brain disease – e.g. moderate lower back pain, carpal tunnel syndrome). No pregnancy, endocrine, oncological or other serious disorders, possibly leading to hypothalamic impairment, were confirmed in either patients or controls.

Demographic and clinical data of both patients and controls are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic and clinical data of patients with multiple sclerosis and healthy controls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>CON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>33.9 (22–59)</td>
<td>34.6 (20–59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (M/F)</td>
<td>7/19</td>
<td>8/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration (years)</td>
<td>7.7 (2–22)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSS</td>
<td>2.6 (1–6)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSSS</td>
<td>4.2 (1–8.1)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MS = patients with multiple sclerosis, M = male, F = female, CON = healthy controls, EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale, MSSS = Multiple Sclerosis Severity Scale, NA = not applicable, * Two sample T-test, statistical significance P=0.05
 Imaging protocol  
Each subject underwent structural MRI scanning a few minutes before spectroscopy acquisition. Images were acquired using a 1.5 T Siemens Symphony scanner in the MRI unit of Radiology Clinic at the University Hospital in Martin, Slovak Republic. Structural MRI included T1-weighted MP-RAGE, T2-weighted and FLAIR sequences.

Due to well-known issues of magnetic field (B₀) inhomogeneity, especially in marginal brain regions located close to sinuses, phase maps of B₀ were obtained prior to ¹H-MRS acquisition in each subject. The volume of interest for B₀ homogeneity adjustments (shimming volume) was manually placed at HYP region outside any B₀ distortions visible on the B₀ map. Maximum possible B₀ homogeneity was then achieved by iterative field mapping and calculation of appropriate shim currents of the first- and second-order corrections. Three-dimensional spectroscopic imaging sequence based on Point Resolved Spectroscopy (PRESS) was used to acquire localised data focused on HYP region (TE/TR=30/1500 ms, FOV was 10×10×8, interpolated to 16×16×8 cm³ with a nominal voxel size of 10×10×12.5 mm³ and volumes of interest (VOIs) 50×60×35 mm³, elliptical weighting, 7 min acquisition.

We preferred to use multi-voxel over single-voxel ¹H-MRS due to its advantages of shorter measurement time for two voxels and especially due to voxel shifting in post-processing. During data acquisition, the signal from magnetically heterogeneous area under HYP was suppressed by a suppression slab.

Evaluation of structural MRI and ¹H-MRS spectra  
Structural MRI images of all subjects were inspected for macroscopic hypothalamic lesions by the radiologist blinded to participant’s disease status. ¹H-MRS (ref.7) data were evaluated by a blinded physicist. Spectra of two voxels, precisely located to the central part of the right and left hypothalami in jSIPROsoftware²⁶ were analysed using LCModel²⁶ software. The voxel centre was placed between anterior commissure and mammillary body ~1 mm anteriorly to fornix in sagittal and ~2 mm laterally to the border of 3rd ventricle in trans-axial plane (Fig. 1A). Five main metabolites: Cr, NAA, Cho, Glx and mIns were quantified in each voxel spectra. If the quality of the spectra was too low (FWHM > 0.14 ppm) or the output from LCModel showed evident misinterpretation, we searched for a better signal strength by shifting both voxels backwards in anteroposterior direction (in 5 of 51 subjects). In 2 subjects, less than 5 mm voxel replacement solved the low quality issue and the new values were used for analysis. Remaining 3 subjects (1 patient and 2 controls) were excluded.

To circumvent complicated evaluation of partial volume effects of water on the peak amplitudes, clinically relevant metabolite ratios rather than individual metabolite concentrations were evaluated (Figure 1B). In addition to traditional NAA/Cr, Cho/Cr and NAA/Cho (ref.15) we also analysed Glx/Cr, Glx/NAA and mIns/NAA ratios, being encouraged by our previous experience²⁷ and similar studies¹⁰,¹¹,²⁷. Since the values from both hypothalamic voxels were highly intercorrelated for all ratios in both patients and controls (r>0.5, P≤0.0001), the whole hypothalamic values, calculated as the means from left and right side spectra, were used for statistical analyses.

Linear (planimetric) measurement of subcortical brain atrophy – third ventricle width (3VW)  
To achieve the best reproducibility, measurements were performed using fully automated in-house made software with 0.1 mm linear resolution. In each subject, T1-weighted MP-RAGE dataset was reoriented to AC-PC plane and the trans-axial slice 2 mm below the anterior commissure was selected. After denoising, up-sampling, and segmentation of the images, 3VW was defined as the maximum transverse dimension of 3VW between tuberal regions of HYP (Fig. 1C).

Statistical analyses  
Correlations between metabolites and predictors (age, 3VW, disease duration, EDSS, MSSS) were assessed by the Pearson correlation coefficients, with the 95% confidence intervals and P-values computed by the R library psychometric.²⁸,²⁹ Statistical assessment of a difference between correlations was obtained by the R library CoCor (ref.30). Differences between cases and controls in ratios of metabolites were evaluated by Student’s independent two-sample t-test, after Shapiro Wilkison test of normality and Levene’s test of equality of variances. Classification into case/control status by the age, 3VW and metabolites was performed by the logistic regression in R library MASS (ref.31).

Table 2. Summary of ¹H-MRS metabolite ratios in MS patients and healthy controls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>¹H-MRS ratio</th>
<th>MS n=26</th>
<th>CON n=22</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAA/Cr</td>
<td>1.31 (0.9-1.7)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.18-1.99)</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho/Cr</td>
<td>0.35 (0.26-0.48)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.29-0.49)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glx/Cr</td>
<td>2.22 (0.89-4.33)</td>
<td>2.3 (1.04-4.08)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mIns/NAA</td>
<td>0.75 (0.37-1.24)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.17-1.19)</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAA/Cho</td>
<td>3.69 (2.65-4.94)</td>
<td>3.84 (2.63-4.93)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glx/NAA</td>
<td>1.69 (0.66-2.73)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.75-2.35)</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HYP = hypothalamus, MS = patients with multiple sclerosis, CON = healthy controls, Cho/Cr = choline to creatine ratio, NAA/Cr = N-acetyl-aspartate to creatine ratio, mIns/NAA=myo-inositol to N-acetyl-aspartate ratio, Glx/Cr = glutamate and glutamine to creatine ratio, Glx/NAA = glutamate and glutamine to N-acetyl-aspartate ratio, NAA/Cho = N-acetyl-aspartate to choline ratio. Two sample T-test, α = 0.05.
Fig. 1A,B. Morphological T₁-weighted reference images display the positioning of the targeting right (R) and left (L) hypothalamic ¹H-MRS voxels (red squares) in the representative patient with multiple sclerosis and the control participant (A). Acquired matrix size was 10×10×8, interpolated to 16×16×8 (yellow squares) with a nominal voxel size of 10×10×12.5 mm³ and volumes of interest (VOIs) 50×60×35 mm³ (blue squares). LCModel fitted spectra (red curves) with relative levels of metabolite ratios corresponding to selected voxels are shown below (B).
RESULTS

Our results are based on data from 26 RRMS patients and 22 controls. Exploratory data analysis showed significant differences between RRMS and CON groups in: NAA/Cr, Cho/Cr, and mIns/NAA, and to a lesser extent Glx/NAA ratio. In comparison with CON, patients’ NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr concentrations were decreased, and mIns/NAA and Glx/NAA increased. Evaluation of metabolic ratios is summarised in Table 2.

The third ventricle was significantly wider in RRMS compared to CON (4.2 mm ± 1.5 mm SD versus 2.6 mm ± 0.99 mm SD, \( P = 0.0001 \), Two sample T-test).

Identification of relevant predictors

Logistic regression after the AIC (ref.31) model selection found that age, 3VW, Glx/Cr, Glx/NAA, and to a lesser extent NAA/Cr and NAA/Cho, can be important predictors of MS status. AUC associated with the model is 94.1%.

Metabolite concentrations were compared between RRMS and CON using multiple (linear) regression models allowing for age, 3VW and metabolites. It revealed that the only relevant predictors of MSSS were 3VW and Glx/NAA. At a significance level of \( P < 0.05 \), a unit increase of 3VW was associated with a 0.35 increase of MSSS, for a typical value of Glx/NAA; \( P \) value 0.0039. A unit increase of Glx/NAA was associated with a 0.93 increase of MSSS, for a typical value of atrophy; \( P \) value 0.090. The data are given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>MSSS</th>
<th>( P )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3VW</td>
<td>0.3526</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glx/NAA</td>
<td>0.9346</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3VW = width of the third ventricle, Glx/NAA = glutamate and glutamine to N-acetyl-aspartate ratio, MSSS = Multiple Sclerosis Severity Scale, the Akaike Information Criterion model- AIC(ref.31)

Correlations of predictors and clinical markers

Pearson correlations of MSSS score with tissue metabolite concentrations, 3VW, age and disease duration were significant for the following: positive correlation between Glx/Cr and MSSS; between Glx/NAA and MSSS; and between mIns/NAA and 3VW. NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr did not correlate with any of the markers studied. The data are given in Table 4.
Table 4. Correlations of the metabolite ratios with clinical parameters and 3VW in RRMS patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metabolite ratios</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>DD</th>
<th>MSSS</th>
<th>3VW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAA/Cr</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho/Cr</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glx/Cr</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>r = -0.45, 95% CI 0.079 - 0.714</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mIns/NAA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>r = 0.43, 95% CI 0.045 - 0.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAA/Cho</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glx/NAA</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DD = disease duration, MSSS = Multiple Sclerosis Severity Scale, 3VW = width of the third ventricle, Cho/Cr = choline to creatine ratio, NAA/Cr = N-acetyl-aspartate to creatine ratio, mIns/NAA = myo-inositol to N-acetyl-aspartate ratio, Glx/Cr = glutamate and glutamine to creatine ratio, Glx/NAA = glutamate and glutamine to N-acetyl-aspartate ratio, NAA/Cho = N-acetyl-aspartate to choline ratio, Pearson correlation coefficient, statistical significance 0.05.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first study to date which demonstrates complimentary roles and correlations of subcortical atrophy and hypothalamic glutamate metabolic changes in determining the RRMS disease burden.

Differences between RRMS patients and healthy controls

Significantly decreased NAA/Cr and Cho/Cr ratios in RRMS compared to CON are in accordance with our previous study27 in which we analysed HYP 1H-MRS metabolites in a partially overlapping group of patients and controls. In the presented study the patient group was more homogenous – no secondary progressive patients were included. Therefore, concordant results support the existence of HYP neuroaxonal damage (lower NAA) with absence of active demyelination (lower Cho), paralleled by gliosis (higher Cr) since the relapse-remitting stage of the disease.

The increase of Glx/NAA in our RRMS was not statistically significant at the 5% level. This, compared to our previous study with RRMS and secondary progressive (SP) patients35 can point to lower degree of neuroaxonal loss (indicated by lower NAA) and/or generally lower burden of the disease in RRMS compared to SP stage (indicated by higher Glu).

In RRMS patients, mIns/NAA increase compared to Glx/NAA seems to be more pronounced, indicating active gliosis since early disease. In accordance with our findings, early mIns increase preceding NAA reduction was reported by Kirov et al.36 in pericallosal normal appearing brain tissue.

Differences in P-values between this and our previous study37 may simply be due to sample size and random error. Further studies with larger cohorts are required to elucidate 1H-MRS metabolite changes in different MS subgroups compared to normal population.

Predictors of severe disease course

Logistic regression analysis selected age, 3VW, Glx/Cr, Glx/NAA as potential predictors of severe disease course in our MS patients, but multiple logistic regression analysis as the relevant predictors identified only 3VW and Glx/NAA.

Role of glutamate

In agreement with our previous study37 the only 1H-MRS metabolite parameters correlating with MSSS were those containing Glx, from which Glx/NAA seems to be better than Glx/Cr. Glx/NAA increase, independent from 3VW enlargement, indicates a causal relationship between Glu excitotoxicity, disability and neuronal loss (reflected by NAA), similarly to the findings of Azvedo et al.38 analysing supratentorial white and grey matter, and Tisell et al.39 analysing perithalamic normal appearing white matter. Our results are the first to demonstrate the usefulness of Glx/NAA in evaluating of infratentorial DGM pathology and suggest a causal relationship between hypothalamic damage and severe course of MS since its relapse-remitting stage.

The questions regarding the precise role of glutamate in MS are still unanswered. Several mechanisms have been hypothesised to be responsible for early alterations in the metabolism of this particular molecule in DGM. One is based on disturbances of kynurenine, the major degradative pathway of tryptophan, that are associated with Glu toxicity32. One of the toxic metabolites – quinolinic acid (QUIN), which facilitates glutamate release by neurons and inhibits glutamate uptake by astrocytes, leads to accumulating Glu in the microenvironment, causing excitotoxicity. QUIN, an agonist of the N-methyl D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor, probably activates the oligodendrocyte-NMDA receptors thus enhancing excitotoxic effect of Glu, subsequent cell death and demyelination32-34. Other hypotheses consider mitochondrial dysfunction, defined by reduced mitochondrial genes expression, or decreased activity of inhibitory neurotransmitters such as GABA (ref.35).

Epigenetic changes of several neurotransmitters and their receptors are still a matter of debate. For example, over-expression of α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolopropionic acid (AMPA) glutamate receptors was found in the brains of MS patients39. Other authors identified genetic variations in brain excitatory neurotransmitters to correlate with neurodegenerative processes in MS (ref.36). Association of genetic variations of Glu receptors was found to influence MS susceptibility36-38. Several authors revealed abnormalities in Glu concentrations due to atypical expression of transporters that regulate its re-uptake from the synaptic cleft37,39,40.
The third ventricle width as another relevant predictor of severe disease course

Value of 3VW planimetry in the assessment of brain atrophy has been historically proven\(^2,21,22\) and verified by recent studies\(^2,3,4,14\). The highly significant difference between RRMS and CON in our work confirms their findings. However, to our best knowledge, in no previous study 3VW was measured below the hypothalamic sulcus and no study found significant correlations of any planimetric or volumetric parameter of the third ventricle with MESS (ref.\(^4,14\)). The high significance of 3VW-MESS correlation in our data could result from the good ability of our modification to reflect hypothalamic rather than thalamic atrophy (historically the 3VW is measured on thalamus level). The hypothalamus was found to degenerate earlier than thalamus in RRMS (ref.\(^1\)), however the studies correlating hypothalamic atrophy with clinical outcome of RRMS are absent\(^4\).

We believe that significant correlations of 3VW with the independent metabolic and clinical parameters in our study confirm its value in HYP atrophy assessment and validate our modification of the originally proposed method, in which 3VW was used as a simple general marker of DGM atrophy\(^21\).

The correlation of 3VW with MESS was even more statistically significant than correlation of any metabolic parameter with MESS. The correlation of 3VW with Glx/NAA was lower compared to the correlation of 3VW with mlNs/NAA (discussed below), pointing to somewhat independent roles of Glu toxicity versus 3VW in determining the MS severity. We suggest that severe course of the disease, leading to disability before recognisable atrophy, is connected with increased Glu concentrations and thus early diagnosis is possible using \(^1\)H-MRS. On the other hand, in moderate RRMS, Glu release may be overlooked (e.g. during a remission period) but the accumulated disability is well reflected by the unavoidable atrophy.

Increased mlNs/NAA ratio correlates with the third ventricular width

We did not identify mlNs/NAA as a strong predictor of MESS, although there was a significant correlation of hypothalamic mlNs/NAA with 3VW.

Several other \(^1\)H-MRS studies reported that both the reduction of NAA and increase of mlNs positively correlate with disability in MS and can predict its development\(^1,19\), but this correlation was found significant only in the supratentorial white matter and did not reflect severity of MS. In agreement with our results, virtually all published studies failed to prove the correlation of grey matter mlNs, NAA or their ratio with MESS, despite revealing their correlations with the brain atrophy\(^1,17,46\).

Based on the previously postulated hypothesis of early gliosis preceding neuronal loss\(^16\), we suggest that glial response may be initially neuroprotective by inhibiting cell-death pathways via triggering neurotrophic factor expression. Later, or in more severe MS, excessive stimulation of a limited amount of glia can lead to dysbalances, causing permanent glutamatergic NMDA activation with neurotoxic effects\(^35\). Thus, neuronal NAA component can be proportional to DGM atrophy and stable glial mlNs component does not disrupt this dependency in the mlNs/NAA ratio, but this ratio is not able to reflect the speed of neurodegeneration due to limited capacity.

Limitations of the study

Due to the pilot and cross-sectional character of this study, it was conducted at a single site using a single 1.5 T MRI scanner in a limited cohort of patients and controls. Thus, our findings cannot be fully generalised.

Hypothalamic spectroscopy requires special equipment which is often not available in routine clinical practice. In both patients and controls group we needed to exclude several subjects due to low \(^1\)H-MRS signal. However, the relative number of excluded subjects was low and can be improved by MRI technician training.

No sophisticated approach enabling absolute quantification of metabolites was used and therefore the interpretations of combined ratios may be less straightforward compared to evaluation of single metabolites. On the other hand, many other limitations, inherent to sophisticated absolute quantification procedures, were avoided. Moreover, previous studies showed good informative value of "relative" ratios\(^5,11\).

The used planimetric measurements are much easier to perform in routine clinical MRI data than hypothalamic volumetry and we tried to maximise the hypothalamic-related information of 3VW by measuring its value between \(^1\)H-MRS hypothalamic voxels.

CONCLUSIONS

Our results suggest that the HYP is a good target structure for evaluation of \(^1\)H-MRS changes in DGM. Reduction of neuroaxonal metabolic markers (NAA/Cr, Cho/Cr) indicates significant HYP damage in RRMS. Glutamate-related parameters, together with 3VW, were found to be the best in predicting disease burden. Our findings emphasise an important role of neurodegeneration in pathogenesis in RRMS, supporting the excitotoxic hypothesis. Increased mlNs ratio parallels atrophy (3VW) and thus points to replacement of hypothalamic neurons by cumulated glia.
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